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Rather than advance novel strategies for achieving the objectives of conservation, Sandler
(2013) suggests that we change the goals of conservation itself, emphasizing ecological
processes through place-based protection instead of species preservation. We agree
strongly that land management goals and strategies need to be revisited under climate
change, but we disagree with several of Sandler’s central arguments. In particular, we
disagree strongly that land managers and conservation biologists should abandon specieslevel conservation, or replace or demote it with Sandler’s alternative, process-based
conservation. In fact, we argue that this is a false dichotomy as no function exists without
the species that provide it. Also, we point out that in deemphasizing species-level
conservation, we risk a critical conservation objective: preserving global biodiversity.
Further, we question if the change that Sandler proposes would preclude assisted
colonization (managed relocation), a strategy he seeks to avoid.
First, Sandler fails to acknowledge that species perform ecosystem functions.
All ecosystem services depend on species to some extent. This is particularly clear when
considering keystone species, a species that has an affect on an ecosystem disproportional to
its abundance or biomass (Paine, 1995). The extinction of a keystone species can lead to a loss
of critical ecosystem functions, often within a reserve or place-based conservation strategy.
One classic example showing how species conservation is critical to reserve oriented
conservation is the reintroduction of gray wolves (Canis lupus) to Yellowstone National
Park (Fritts et al., 1997). Fifteen years following the reintroduction, a number of positive
effects have been observed (Ripple & Beschta, 2012). Most notably, aspen, cottonwood,
and willow tree recruitment and growth seem to have returned to levels seen prior to wolf
extermination. This is probably due to the top-down population control that wolves exert
on browsing ungulates such as elk. The presence of wolves may also explain increases in
populations of rodents, predatory and scavenger birds, bears, beavers, and bison through a
trophic cascade (Pace et al., 1999). Other examples of keystone species affecting
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important ecosystem services include sea otters and their role in kelp bed maintenance
(Estes et al., 1998) and prairie dogs, whose burrowing activity increases soil biodiversity
and promotes nutrient cycling (Miller et al., 2000). Unfortunately, it is difficult to know a
priori which species are or will be keystones. Important associations between species may
not be known until species-level research and conservation efforts are conducted, making
targeting of keystone species difficult. Promising new techniques such as network analysis
(Jordán, 2009) and functional metagenomics (Dinsdale et al., 2008) may eventually give
us a better understanding of important relationships between species, but until these new
techniques become better developed, species-level research and conservation will
continue to be the most effective way to preserve communities and their ecosystem
services.
Second, we see biodiversity conservation—including species preservation—as a key
part of maintaining the adaptive capacity advocated by Sandler. Some of the
adjustments made by species and ecosystems to climate change will arise from adaptive
evolution, a product of genetic diversity (Hellmann & Pfrender, 2011). Evolutionary
potential is maximized by maximizing species richness and maintaining large
population sizes over environmental gradients (Crandall et al., 2000). Thus, it will be
difficult to maintain this adaptive potential without some emphasis on species-level
preservation. Furthermore, biodiversity in the form of species richness and genetic
diversity increases the stability of biotic communities, their resilience in the face of
disturbance and fluctuating conditions, and their resistance to invasion by harmful
species (species that reduce local diversity) (Doak et al., 1998; Naeem, 1998; Tilman,
1999; McCann, 2000; Chesson, Pacala, & Neuhauser., 2002; Cardinale et al., 2006;
Gamfeldt, Hillebrand, & Jonsson, 2008). As a major threat of climate change is erosion
of global biodiversity, as described by Sandler and widely reported elsewhere, it is also
important that we can fight against population and species extinctions where key
evolutionary novelties and ecosystem functions are at stake (Purvis, Gittleman, &
Brooks, 2005). Genetic diversity in standing populations and species that are lost to
climate change cannot be replaced by artificial means.
Further, Sandler claims that by deemphasizing species we can potentially avoid assisted
colonization or reduce its application. This over-simplification fails to acknowledge
considerable practical constraints that will likely limit the application of managed
relocation, even if species remain a central focus of conservation activities. Most of these
include considerable cost, difficulty of implementation, and insufficiency (Hellmann et al.,
2011; Schwartz et al., 2012). Second, and more importantly, assisted colonization could be
used to maintain ecosystem services, the very goal that Sandler advocates as an alternative
conservation goal. Lunt et al. (2013) recently described a scenario where species might be
‘pulled’ into an ecosystem from another location to fill a service that has declined due to
climate change. This service-oriented objective stands in contrast to Sandler’s view that
assisted colonization primarily involves species being ‘pushed’ into new regions for
conservation purposes. Examples of service-delivering managed relocation include
translocation of timber species (McKenney, Pedlar, & O’Neill, 2009), species that provide
ecological services in locations where there is low redundancy, or species that could
prevent or reduce the invasion of pests that diminish biodiversity or ecosystem function
(Lunt et al., 2013).
We strongly agree with Sandler that thoughtful conversation about the ways that we
pursue conservation and natural resource management is necessary, thanks to climate
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change. We agree with Sandler that we should change our emphasis away from sitespecific conservation and intensive single-species activities. However, we disagree that
process-based conservation is a suitable alternative to emphasizing the important role
that species play in ecosystems and sustaining human life more generally. Surely there
are conservation strategies that embrace the importance of individual organisms
with particular identities and the global total of their diversity. In addition, it will not
be so easy to eliminate assisted colonization by changing focus. Instead, we must
confront assisted colonization head on and question the costs and benefits of
management strategies, like assisted colonization, that are difficult to reverse (Schwartz
et al., 2012).
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